
 
 

AUTOMATIC GATE SUPPORT POSTS 

 

What posts should we use for the gates? Gate supports can be made from an assortment 

of materials in lots of different ways and it depends on looks v longevity! 

 

   
 

Depends upon looks and life expectancy? The type and material content of a gate may 

have a bearing on the cosmetic look, the owner may have for the posts, but the long term 

stability and suitability of materials used, should always take precedence. 

 

Why would the post material matter? Gate support posts are one of the most important 

parts of any system. They hold the gate up and in place, without a secure and stable 

support, the gate itself and the automation has little, chance of working reliably. 

 

   
 

Movement in a post will affect the performance of the system and often cause fault that 

results in time consuming and costly repairs. 

 

The support has to take all the working loads and strains of the gate, its automation and 

any abuse, both natural and manmade. From children climbing on the gate, through high 

winds and snow, up to minor impact or force, supports have to endure without failure. 

 

Anyone reversing into a gate may drive off and not inform the owner that they could have 

weaken or caused damage, often they themselves may be unaware! A dust kart could 

snag itself or a skip lorry, without the slightest notice to the driver. Such instances may 

go undetected for some time before the gate system fails and repairs are obvious. 

 



The stronger and more secure the post is the better and the higher likelihood of abuse or 

external force, the greater care is needed when choosing the right type of post. 

 

       
 

All timber products are known to rote and some sooner than others. The environment 

they are in has a bearing along with any treatment and care taken throughout. Historically 

lots of gates were fitted off timber posts and most deteriorate below ground level, out-of-

sight until it is too late. 

 

They look good but are however never recommended on automatic systems because of 

all the inherent defects they have. They move, swell, twist and worse of all rote far too 

quickly. A local site with a pair of 8” solid, Air Dried Oak posts that were treated & 

tarred, last less than five years before needing to be replaced. 

 

If timber is necessary, then we suggest a steel post is decorated with timber as a cosmetic 

addition to what is required. 

 

       
 

Every day people rely on system stability for the access they need! 
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